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PROJECT INTRO

This project aims to identify design opportunities based 

on the needs and pain points of police officers and spe-

cialised crime scene investigators and explore the 

design space for new relevant product solutions.

Project Objective

Project Intro

"New Tools for Crime Scene Investigators" is the term 

project that collaborates with the Umeå Police Station 

and the Police Education Unit.



Main Process of the Crime Scene Investigation

BACKGROUND

My Interest Area

My interest area was focused on recording the evidence. It is crucial during the whole crime scene 

investigation process. The recorded evidence can provide crime scene investigators with valuable 

insights and references that help reconstruct the case at a later stage.
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RESEARCH

Problem Finding

Field Research Trip

During observation and user interviews at the Police Edu-

cation Unit and Umeå police station, we established a 

clear picture of our user group, their workflows, current 

types of equipment, tasks, and challenges during the 

crime scene investigation.

Two People as A Team Lighting From Four Side Squat Down 

Hard to Use Tools Four Hands Operating Hard Body Communication 

Two police officers work in a team to record the evidence at 

the crime scene.

In recording a shoe print, the officer has to take four pic-

tures with light from four directions to ensure the fidelity of 

the evidence. 

The officer with the light must repeat the crouching down 

and standing up motion to give light from all four sides.

In recording a fingerprint, the ruler always wobbles when 

placed vertically. 

It takes two police officers using four hands and three or 

more tools simultaneously to collect a fingerprint.



USER JOURNEY MAP

After identifying the problems, I used the user journey map method to analyse the stages, 

steps and current tools of the recording evidence work.

RESEARCH



DESIGN OPPORTUNITY

Create a solution that helps the processes of finding, measuring and recording the evidence.

Reduce the Number of  Steps Easy and Fast Workflow Tool Communicate with the Phone



INSPIRATION

Scenario

Inspriation

Scenario Inspriation

The initial idea is to combine the flashlight, mea-

surement and number marker.

Looking at the scenario pictures, I thought, what 

if the light comes from the ruler? This will then 

help reduce the work steps and make the re-

cording processes easier, freeing officers' hands. 



DESIGN PROCESS

Prototyping and Validating



DESIGN PROCESS

Feedback from User

After prototyping, I went back to users to validate my 

idea. I prepared the prototype and the digital interface 

to communicate with police officers. This helped me to 

get some beneficial feedback.

"PPO they sketch the notebook, write down the number 

on the sketch, and then describe where they found it."

"Some people use coins, and some people use paper. It is 

interesting to have an automatically generated number on 

the device."

"That could be nice to have a sketch on-site. You can do 

that very easy and accurate."

"The ruler looks a little bit high up. It is better to keep the 

measurement on the same level as the footprint."

Feedback from User

After prototyping, I went back to users to validate my 

idea. I prepared the prototype and the digital interface 

to communicate with police officers. This helped me to 

get some beneficial feedback.



DESIGN PROCESS

Hinge Test with LegoConcept Sketch

Mockups



Lightstock is a new tool to help investigators find, measure and 

record the evidence on crime scenes. It combines the functions 

of lighting, measuring, and locating evidence in one device to 

help investigators work in an easier, faster, and smarter way.

FINAL DESIGN
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FINAL DESIGN

Design Details

Lightstock comprises three pieces of twenty centimetres length, and two 

hinges connect them. Each component has high brightness LED lights inside 

and the analogue scale on the surface. When it folds, its size fits nicely in the 

police officers' evidence bag and is very easy to hold in hand and handle 

on-site. When it unfolds, the ruler can reach a length of forty centimetres on 

one side and twenty centimetres on the other, satisfying the need to provide 

the measure reference for the evidence on-site.



FINAL DESIGN

The design of the hinge and bottom standers allows the Lightstock to provide 

two use modes for users: a vertical mode and a horizontal mode. The hori-

zontal mode can record evidence such as shoe prints on the floor surfaces. 

The bottom standers can be opened at any angle to allow the Lightstock to 

stand on its own, and the vertical mode can be used to record evidence on a 

vertical surface, such as fingerprints on a bottle.

Vertical Mode

Horizontal Mode
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Physical and Digital

Lightstock can be connected to a mobile phone via 

Bluetooth, making the process of recording evidence 

even more intelligent. 

Based on research patrolling police officers use their 

mobile phones very frequently and have specific mobile 

phone apps to assist them in their multimedia record-

ing work. But these applications have many inconve-

niences. 

Therefore, I redesigned the interface of the mobile 

phone and the pc to assist the police in the process of 

taking photographs, editing them afterwards, and pro-

cessing the files when they return to the police station. 

UI DESIGN
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